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Chapter Three 

METHODOLOGY 

 

In this chapter, the subjects and the research design of the present study will be 

presented. Section 3.1 describes the number and the background of the subjects 

recruited for this study. In Section 3.2, the instruments for collecting the data and the 

research procedures are explained and reported. Section 3.3 presents the research 

method of analyzing the collected data. Finally in Section 3.4, a brief summary of this 

chapter is given. 

 

3.1  PARTICIPANTS 

This present study was conducted testing 32 graduate students in National 

Taiwan Normal University (NTNU) and National Chengchi University (NCCU). 

Twenty of them were from NTNU and twelve were from NCCU. The subjects all 

majored in English and the departments of English in these two universities were 

considered to be ranked high in Taiwan. Both the NTNU and NCCU students have to 

pass the High-Intermediate Level of the GEPT (the General English Proficiency Test). 

They both had to take courses which were lectured in English. Besides, they often had 
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to give presentations, wrote their assignments or read long and difficult passages in 

English. Therefore, the students from the two universities could be regarded as 

advanced EFL learners of English and their English abilities were considered 

relatively much better than other regular students. The detailed background 

information of these participants is described in Appendix I. 

 

3.2  DATA COLLECTION 

The subjects in this study completed two tasks: a cloze test and a composition. 

The cloze test serves as the type of controlled production while the composition is as 

free production. These two tasks provided additional and supplementary evidence to 

each other in the analysis. For example, the cloze test helped eliminate learners’ 

avoidance of using the perfect and the composition provided more variety of verbs for 

observing the relationship between the perfect and lexical aspect of verbs.  

As far as the cloze test was concerned, it was originally designed in 

Bardovi-Harlig’s (1992a) research and was slightly modified1 for the purpose and 

analysis in this present study. For the reason that learners might avoid using the 

                                                
1 The only change of the original version of the passage is in the first sentence in the first paragraph. 
Bardovi-Harlig didn’t take out the ‘has changed’ in her version; however, it was taken out from the 
sentence because the present prefect (i.e. ‘have thought’) in the last sentence of the passage is not 
actually a present perfect in nature for it is influenced by the preceding auxiliary ‘could.’ In order to 
avoid this doubtful classification, the present perfect in the first sentence was included as another test 
item. 
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perfect aspect in their productions, the cloze test served as a good instrument to elicit 

the subjects to use this aspect. The cloze passage provided an extended temporal 

context for learners to interpret the sentences in it and they could then encode the 

interpretations into the suitable verb forms. And “the most important advantage of 

using the cloze passage is the availability of comparable data for native speakers” 

(Bardovi-Harlig, 1992a, p. 258). The advantage lies in that all the learners and the 

native speakers have to respond to the identical blanks in the cloze context and thus it 

becomes possible to compare native and nonnative responses in the same linguistic 

environment. The cloze passage with instructions and the responses of the native 

speakers2 appear in (6).  

 

(6) This is a passage from which some words have been removed. Read the 

passage quickly to get its general meaning and then go back to the beginning 

and write the missing word or words in the blank using the word before the 

blank. 

 

Example: Right now we (have) are having a heat wave. The temperature (be) 

has been 90ºF for three days. 

                                                
2 The 23 native speakers of English were recruited by Bardovi-Harlig (1992a). All of them spoke 
American English and were graduate students at Indiana University. 
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     Life in my country (change) has changed quite a bit since my 

grandmother’s time. My grandparents, like most people at that time, (live) lived 

on a farm. My grandmother (work) worked on the farm and she (take) took care 

of her family without any help. I think that she (be) was more of a slave than a 

wife. By the time that she was thirty she (be) had been married for 15 years and 

she (raise) had raised six children! The women of my grandparents’ generation 

usually (stay) stayed at home and had little entertainment. My grandmother 

once (tell) told me that she never (go) had gone/ went to a wedding or a party 

until my grandfather (die) died. 

     These rules (change) have changed a lot since women’s liberation. My 

life will be very different from my grandmother’s. I am going to be a doctor. I 

(plan) have planned/ have been planning for that ever since I was a child. I may 

not even get married! That is something that my grandmother never could (think) 

have thought of when she (grow) was growing up. 

 

In this test, the subjects were given a brief introduction of how to complete the test. 

After that, they had to supply the missing verb forms in the passage. The test provided 

students with vocabulary with which they were familiar. There were 15 blanks in the 

passage. There were three present perfects (‘has changed,’ ‘have changed’ and ‘have 
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planned/ have been planning’) and three pluperfects (‘had been,’ ‘had raised’ and ‘had 

gone’) blanked out in this cloze passage.  

     On the other hand, all of the subjects also had to hand in a composition after 

they had finished the cloze test by e-mailing their typed documents back to the 

researcher. The cloze data formed the basis for the analysis in the present study, with 

additional evidence drawn from the composition data because the composition was 

considered to be free production and was relatively more communicatively oriented. 

The learners were given three or four days to complete their compositions of about 

250 to 300 words. The composition was a guided one. The subjects were asked to 

write compositions on the topic of ‘What do you think your life with the Internet to be 

different from your parents’ or grandparents’ lives without it?’ Besides, they were 

guided to write their compositions by firstly discussing their parents’ or grandparents’ 

lives and then describing what they thought their lives to be different from the older 

generations. They were given the instruction because their compositions were 

expected to be structured in the similar way as the cloze passage so that they could be 

compared easily. This part of composition serves as the other important data of their 

using the perfect aspect in their free productions. From their free production data, the 

system of their interlanguage may be observed from a different perspective. In the 

learners’ free production, they were in the context that they were familiar with and 
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they were certain about what they want to say in their mind. Since they may not have 

achieved the level of native-like, it is likely that they reveal some overuses or 

underuses of the perfect aspect. Besides, even they show the appropriate use of the 

perfect aspect, they may have their own systems of using the aspect that are different 

from the native speakers. By examining the distribution of the perfect aspect in their 

compositions, there would be more variety of verbs provided by the learners for 

examining the relationship of lexical and grammatical aspects. Moreover, there would 

be more sentences produced by the learners for analyzing the interlanguage system of 

the perfect aspect.  

 

3.3  ANALYSIS 

In order to investigate the development of the form and meaning of the perfect, 

the first analysis compared learner production with target production in the cloze 

passage. Following Bardovi-Harlig’s (1992a) analysis, the subjects’ responses to the 

cloze passage were scored and totaled separately for accuracy of form and appropriate 

use in the context of the passage. In such a way of scoring and categorization, a 

response could be grammatical and appropriate for the contexts as in (7), grammatical 

but not appropriate as in (8), ill-formed but appropriate as in (9), or ill-formed and 

inappropriate as in (10). 
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   (7) My grandmother once (tell) told me that…  

   (8) My grandmother once (tell) was telling me that…  

   (9) My grandmother once (tell) telled me that…  

   (10) My grandmother once (tell) is tell me that…  

 

In order to be counted correct, a response had to be completely well-formed in its 

immediate syntactic frame. Therefore, no partial credit was given. Also excluded were 

forms with incorrect subject-verb agreement. The number of well-formed responses 

was calculated and divided by the total number of test items. As for the meaning of 

the responses, it was scored as being correct in meaning if it was appropriate for the 

context. Appropriate use in context was determined by the control group composed of 

23 native speakers provided by Bardovi-Harlig (1992a). The number of responses that 

showed appropriate use in context was calculated and divided by the total number of 

items. 

Next, in order to investigate how the learners use the perfect in the controlled 

and free productions, the second analysis scrutinized the distribution of the subjects’ 

use of the perfect aspect in both the responses to the cloze test and the compositions. 

As Bardovi-Harlig (1997) had indicated, the learners often showed two kinds of 

inappropriate use of tense/aspect, which are overgeneralization and 
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undergeneralization. The attempts at the present perfect and the pluperfect were 

identified by the use of have/ has/ had (or their corresponding contractions -’ve, -’s 

and -’d ) with a main verb. According to Bardovi-Harlig (1997), learners may have 

appropriate use, overuse (uses of perfect aspect where native speakers prefer another 

tense/ aspect form) and underuse (uses of other tense/ aspect forms where native 

speakers prefer the perfect aspect) of the verbal form of the present perfect. For the 

part of the cloze test, there had been the readily made responses from the native 

speakers provided by Bardovi-Harlig (1992a). As for the part of the composition, a 

native speaker was asked to help check if the uses of the perfect aspect in the learners’ 

compositions were appropriate. The native speaker has lived in America for many 

years and now helps editing English teaching materials and reference books for the 

teachers and the students in Taiwan. 

The next issue to be investigated was the relationship between the perfect 

aspect and the lexical aspect of the English verbs. So the third analysis listed the verbs 

(the basic situation types that include the main verb and its arguments) in the cloze 

passage and in the compositions and classified the lexical aspect of every verb. From 

the listing, we further scrutinized their tenses/aspects used by the learners and saw if 

there was any correlation between grammatical aspect and lexical aspect. For the 

verbs in the cloze passage, only those that were blanked and required the learners to 
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fill in were listed. Therefore, there were 13 verbs chosen3 (live, be, stay, work, take 

care of, go, plan, tell, raise, grow up, change, die and think of). As for the verbs in the 

compositions, every finite verb was listed. That is, verbs of base form (e.g. verbs 

following modal auxiliary verbs), infinitives and gerunds were excluded. When the 

main verb appears in the passive form, it was categorized according to the 

tense/aspect of the copula. And when the main verb appeared in its negative form, it 

was categorized according to the tense/aspect of the auxiliary verb (do, does, did, etc.). 

To illustrate the two conditions more clearly, two of the subjects’ sentences in the 

compositions are taken for example, which is shown in the following sentences (11) 

and (12).  

 

(11) All the shopping is done within a few minutes. 

(12) It does not mean which is better. 

 

In the sentence (11), the grammatical aspect of the main verb do will be categorized 

as simple present because the preceding copula is is in simple present. As for the 

sentence (12), the grammatical aspect of the main verb mean will be categorized as 

simple present because the preceding auxiliary verb does is in the tense of simple 

                                                
3 Although there are 15 blanks in the cloze passage, there are two verbs repeated in them. They are to 
be and to change. Therefore, there are only 13 types of verbs counted. 
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present. 

     In order to classify every verb phrase in the cloze passage and the compositions, 

the coding in the present study followed Shirai and Andersen’s (1995) steps taken to 

code for inherent aspect: (1) read a small subset of discourse until the interpretation of 

the sentence(s) being coded are reasonably confirmed; (2) determine if repetition is 

involved, and code as either UNITARY or ITERATIVE; (3) remove grammatical 

aspect/tense from the sentence (for example, life is changing, life changed and life has 

changed should both be [life change]); and (4) apply steps 1-3 of the following 

operational tests to determine the sentence’s inherent aspect: (p.749) 

   Step 1: State or nonstate 

     Does it have a habitual interpretation in simple present tense? 

       If no g State (e.g. I love you) 

       If Yes g Nonstate (e.g. I eat bread) g Go to Step 2 

   Step 2: Activity or nonactivity 

     Does ‘X is Ving’ entail ‘X has Ved’ without an iterative/habitual meaning? In 

other words, if you stop in the middle of Ving, have you done the act of V? 

       If yes g Activity (e.g. run) 

       If no g Nonactivity (e.g. run a mile) g Go to Step 3 
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   Step 3: Accomplishment or achievement 

     [If test (a) does not work, apply test (b), and possibly (c).] 

a) If ‘X Ved inY time (e.g. 10 minutes)’, then ‘X was Ving during that time.’ 

     If yes g Accomplishment (e.g. He painted a picture) 

     If no g Achievement (e.g. He noticed a picture) 

b) Is there ambiguity with almost? 

     If yes g Accomplishment (e.g. He almost painted a picture has two 

readings: he almost started to paint a picture/ he almost finished 

painting a picture.) 

     If no g Achievement (e.g. He almost noticed a picture has only one 

reading.) 

c) ‘X will VP in Y time (e.g. 10 minutes)’ = ‘X will VP after Y time.’ 

     If no g Accomplishment (e.g. He will paint a picture in an hour is 

different from He will paint a picture after an hour, because the former can 

mean that he will spend an hour painting a picture, but the latter does not.) 

     If yes g Achievement (e.g. He will start singing in two minutes can 

have only one reading, which is the same as in He will start singing after two 

minutes, with no other reading possible.) 

The operational tests used in Shirai and Andersen’s (1995) study rely on a number of 
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studies on inherent-aspectual classification: Brinston (1988), Comrie (1976), Dowty 

(1979), Mourelatos (1981), Robison (1990), and Vendler (1967). 

     Finally, the relationship between the discourse grounding (the foreground and 

the background) and the use of the perfect aspect in the compositions was investigated. 

Every sentence which contains the present perfect or the pluperfect was marked. 

Although the notion of foreground-background distinction was originally employed to 

describe narrative discourse, it was still worthwhile to investigate how the advanced 

learners utilized the perfect aspect in their essays 4  (their free compositions). 

Bardovi-Harlig (1992a) also found that there seemed to be a correlation between the 

grounding and the pluperfect used by the learners. The previous studies (such as 

Bardovi-Harlig 1992a) indicated that the pluperfect seemed to have a scene-setting 

function in the opening paragraphs. Flashner (1989) described that the functions of 

the scene-setting clauses were “to add important background information supplying 

motives, evaluation, surrounding conditions, and clarifications that ensure the hearer 

understands the topic under discussion” (p.92). Wolfson (1979) also described this 

introductory function to a story as “locating it with respect to time and place, and 

telling the listener something about the event which is about to take place” (p.171). 

Bardovi-Harlig (1992a) found that the initial paragraphs of her collected essays also 

                                                
4  This classification of the style of writing followed Bardovi-Harlig’s (1992a) description and 
classification of her collected compositions. Bardovi-Harlig’s compositions are almost the same in 
genre, structure and content as those we have collected in this present study. 
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located the descriptions that followed with respect to time and place. And she further 

indicated that the learners used the same verb in the introduction and later in the body 

of the text. Interestingly, the first mention of the verb appeared in the form of 

pluperfect, and the subsequent mention occurred in the form of the simple past. In this 

present study, we investigated the advanced learners’ essays and saw if their perfect 

aspects also involved the scene-setting function in the opening of their essays.  

 

3.4  SUMMARY OF CHAPTER THREE 

This chapter has presented the subjects, the instruments and the method of 

analysis. Thirty-two participants were involved in the present study and they were 

generally considered as the learners of advanced English proficiency. Every one of 

them had to complete two tasks: a cloze test and a guided composition. Their 

responses in the cloze were checked by the native speakers’ responses and their 

well-formedness and appropriate use were scored respectively. In addition, their use 

of tense/aspect in every verb was listed to see whether there is any connection 

between the grammatical and lexical aspect. Finally, the subjects’ uses of the perfect 

aspect in the compositions were examined to find the relationship between the 

grammatical aspect and discourse organization. 




